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LT Series lighting trees
LTV-24B Vertical Extension

The LTV-24B is a 24-inch vertical extension tube that 

fits on top of the LT-99. While the TeleLock tripod 

stand is plenty tall on its own, by adding the LTV-

24B to the stand, we make it plenty tall for all your 

lighting needs! With the addition of the LTB-48B 

t-style lighting crossbar and LTB-24B, you have a 

professional, sturdy lighting tree.

LTB-48B T-style Lighting Crossbar

The LTB-48B is a 48" T-style lighting crossbar that 

features four pre-drilled holes for mounting your 

lighting equipment to - we’ve even included mounting 

hardware to get you started. It’s constructed with 

thick-walled aluminum so while it’s amazingly light, 

it’s rated for use with C-clamps (not included). The 

LTB-48B also includes two UNF-150 mounting 

brackets for mounting lighting equipment, such as 

dimmer packs, to the lighting tree.

LTB-24B Lighting Sidebars

The LTB-24B is a great and flexible way to add 

more lights to your Ultimate Support lighting tree. 

It features two 24" sidebars that mount to the 

LTV-24B Vertical Extension. The two sidebars are 

height-adjustable, so you can mount them where 

you need them on the pole for maximum flexibility. 

Each LTB-28B sidebar features two pre-drilled holes 

for mounting your lighting equipment to (mounting 

hardware included).

Over-sized Heavy Wall Aluminum Tubing

The entire stand (legs, mast, and telescoping tube) 

uses oversized, heavy-walled aluminum tubing 

for durability, functionality, and weight savings. 

LT series stands will not rust or corrode (thanks to 

an architectural anodized finish), are very smooth 

to operate, and are extraordinarily strong yet 

lightweight.
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LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
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FREE Bag included with the LT-99BL ONLY.

LT-99B, item #17347
LT Series Multi-tiered, Heavy-duty, Extra Tall  
Lighting Tree & TeleLock Lift-assist Technology 

LT-99BL, item #17387
LT Series Multi-tiered, Heavy-duty, Extra Tall  
Lighting Tree & Leveling Leg with TeleLock  
Lift-assist Technology 

LT-88B, item #17343
LT Series Multi-tiered, Heavy-duty, Extra  
Tall Lighting Tree with Patented Aluminum  
Tripod Stand

MAX HEIGHT 11' 2"

MAX HEIGHT 11' 2"

MAX HEIGHT 11' 2"

NOW SHIPPING!
LT Series Lighting Trees

LIGHTING TREE LT-Series


